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Debbie Hutton to Betty Richter re: invitation (partial), 1 p 4/23/85 B6 
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DEBBIE HUTTON} ~ ~,j 1-e ~ ,),';, S'-<"- , -e ____,_ · FROM: 
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I stated that as far as I knew the President's itinerary - / 
was set for those days in Germany but would make the 
proper people aware of his interest. He asked if someone 
would be getting in touch with him regarding the President 

visiting Garlstedt (this is a hour drive from Bergen-Belsen), 
and I stated that if there was a possibility of the 
President visiting there, then he would hear from 
the people who handle such things but re-stated that 
I would not be hopeful for such an addition in his 
schedule at this time. 

However, here is information on this man should you/Mr. 
Henkel be interested: 

M/Sgt . Charles Murphy SS JJ 11.lil II.II 
Assistant to the Chief of Staff G-3 
Second Armored Division Forward 
Garlstedt, Germany 
APO New York 09355 

Telephone numbers for him: country code-4795 or 
II II -1378 

This is an FYI but thought you should have the informa
tion for the record. 

-



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

April 23, 1985 

MEMORANDUM FOR BETTY RICHTER 

FROM: DEBBIE HUTTON 

SUBJECT : Visit with the Second Armored Division 
Forward (USA) 

May 5-6, 1985 

I took a call this afternoon from M/Sgt. Charles Murphy 
who called from Germany to see if it might be possible 
for the President to stop in Garlstedt, Germany, and 
visit this American combat unit after he visits 
Bergen-Belsen. 

I stated that as far as I knew the President's itinerary 
was set for those days in Germany but would make the 
proper people aware of his interest. He asked if someone 
would be getting in touch with him regarding the President 

visiting Garlstedt (this is a hour drive from Bergen-Belsen), 
and I stated that if there was a possibility of the 
President visiting there, then he would hear from 
the people who handle such things but re-stated that 
I would not be hopeful for such an addition in his 
schedule at this time. 

However, here is information on this man should you/Mr. 
Henkel be interested: 

M/Sgt. Charles Murphy 
Assistant to the Chief 
Second Armored Division 
Garlstedt, Germany 
APO New York 09355 

s s # : r1•1 ■r• 
of Staff G-3 

Forward 

Telephone numbers for him: country code-4795 or 
II II -1378 

This is an FYI but thought you should have the informa
tion for the record. 

J 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 2, 1985 

Dear Senator Laxalt: 

':Ch.a ..,,,._,,,_,""-==- r letter forwarding the 
_ _ ard Rubel to the President 

/ ~?;6 

17f J~J -l)J 
{!cJd~</-o~ 
/2¼0/3 -~-/" 

his t r i a to German. 

Your thoughtfulness in bringing this message 
to our attention is certainly appreciated. 
You may be assured that the Administration 
enjoys having the benefit of the views and 
remarks of so many of our concerned Americans. 

With kindest regards, 

SinGerely, 
I 

( Afv ;)'--
P/rn'J1a J. Turner 
Deputy Assistant to 

the President for 
Legislative Affairs 
(Senate) 

.A. 

The Honorable Paul Laxalt 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

PT:BL : bl -------- ------
with original incoming 

udia Korte for ACTION; 
-ra:-I File 

\ 
THE W HITE HOUSE 

W ASHINGTON 

NOTE FOR FILES 

The letter forwarded by Sen . 
Laxalt does not merit a reply. 
It is unfortunate that it even 
got the polite form reply sent 
by Legislative Affairs. I assume 
no one in that office actually 
read Dr. Rubel's letter. Just 

. file without response. 

Claudia Korte 
Pre sidential Messages 
5/9/85 



llnittb ~tatt!i ~tnate 

Washington, D. C., -~6 /:;;pf.!., 18:::, 

Respectfully referred to 

u. s. s. 
Form No.a 16-46102---S GP 0 



Freedom for All Captive Nation; 

"] have sworn upon the altar of God· eternal ,l1ostility against 
every form of tyranny over the mind of man." 

- THOMAS JEFFERSO i' 

HORST A. UHLICH 
Pn·siden/ 

Captive 
Nations 
Include: 

Afgl,anistan 
A lbania 
Armenia 
Azerbaijan 
Bulgaria 
Byeloruss ia 
Cambodia 
Chin a 
Crimean Tartars 
Cossackia 
Croatia 
Cuba 
Czechia 
E. Germany 
Estonia 
Georgia 
Hungary 
Ide! ural 
Karatchays 
Laos 
Latvia 
Lithuania 
Mongolia 
No. Caucasus 
North Korea 
North Vietnam 
Poland 
Romania 
Serbia 
Slovakia 
Slovenia 
South Vietnam 
Tibet 
Turkestan 
Ukraine 

Captive Nations Committee, Inc. 
P.O. Box 540.1.ME~<Ymrk, :N.¥ . 1°0028, U.S.A. 

HON. MATTHEW J. TROY SR., Honorary President 
DR. IVAN DOCHEFF, Honorary President 959- 2 5 -1 983 ; 

~ 
Remember the over ,l 

• 140 MILLION vic tims or e,o 
the Communist Party 

International. 

Reply to: C.N.C. COMMITTEE OF DOCTRINE A N D R ESOLUTION S 
EDWARD RUBEL, DR . OF SC., CHAIR M A N 

Honorable Paul Laxalt 
315 Russell Senate Of fice Bldng . 
Washington, D.C . 20510 

Sir : 

244 Woodlawn Road, West Hempstead, N .Y. 11552 
Tel,: (516) 481 -2291 

I am sending you copy of the letter I sent to the Pres ident 

and would very much appreciate your bringing this serious i s sue to 

his personal attent ion. 

I also use the opportunity to tell you how much Americans of 

Capt i ve Nations her itage appreciate your own firm stand against 

the demagoguery of the hate and f ear mongering pressure groups 

political ploys . 

May God Almighty bless your effor t s act for America. 

Sincerely yours, 

April 15.1985. 



T EL.: (516) 481 -2291 

EDUARD RUBEL, DR. OF SC. 
University of Tart u {Dorpat) Estonia 

K aiser-Wilhelm-Institute {now Max Planck) Seestadt Rostock 
Gaorg-August U niversity at Gottingen. University Stuttgart-Hohenheim Germany 

The Honorable Ronald W. Reagan 
President of the United States 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. 205500 

244 WOOD LAWN ROAD 
WEST HE M PST E A D , N .Y. 11 552 

Re : Your visit to Germany. 

Dear Mr. President : 

You are to be commended on your firm stand against attempts to 
wreck your good-will visit to Europe. 

We need unity, but the ill-advised demands for your state visits to 
former concent ration camps of the war-time Germany mean a slap in the 
face to an ally,----- one of the greatest democracies of today's Europe. 

At the same time, the pressure groups behind such demands have 
failed to succest that you also visit the history ' s biggest and cruelest 
concentration camp, the Gulag Archipelago (cemeteries) of the Soviet 
Union. Al tough that one is still active and grinding, and al though the 
numbers of victims of that one have been many times higher of what- ever 
the Germans had. · 

One can have no respect for the policies of the U.S. 'Zionist 
System ' - 'Nazi Hunters' , 'Holocaust' propaganda representatives, but 
the shenanigans of these politicians in the controlled media,-Press, TV. 
and pofessional protesters at the White House lawn for separation between 
church and state, is nothing more than cheap political ploy. 

If one looks closely, one can s ee what I mean , becaus e lo and 
behold these very same hunters and protesters , a few years ago , were 
so willing to scream out for brotherly warm relation with the Soviet 
Union. At this t ime their tribal brethern were Soviet Union rulers, i.e. 
the ruling class of USSR. 

Are the U.S. r::,oli ticians aware of the historical fact that the 
Soviet Union ruling class has killed 60 million of ITS OWN CITIZENS in 
the 30 year period of this century from 1917- 1953. 

The tyranical rulers of the Soviet Union in the Thirties and Forties 
make Hitler's Germany and todays Central America and Africa rulers look 
like a bunch of two-bit amateurs. 

The scope of the USSR communistic ruling class crimes at this time 
is staggering. It is hard, impossible, to attribute them to only one 
man, i.e. STALIN , but to the Marxist Jews, who were principal office 
holders in the Soviet Russian Government and local leaders, especially 
those, that we as refugees , know personally. These crimes stand as a 
condemnation of the ruling class members. (The Ruling Class of USSR 
before World War II (years 1936-1939) appended). 
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I would make only one qualification ; The cruelties perpertrated by 
the Soviet 'Ruling Class' were not useless. This imcomparable Jewish 
ruling class, as masters of political utilitarism, extracted the maximum 
political advantage from terror. Through the extermination of millions 
of lives, they reduced the population in the soviet Union to unquestion
ing OBEDIENCE. 

It was lack of Europe's and America's consience toward Bolshevism
Communism, - the lack of the collective sentiment for justice, which 
permitted communism to develop. 

Whereas today Nazism is 'dead horse' and does not need to be resur
rected,- instead International Communism is still very much alive, ..•... -
indeed. 

Mr. President, you are right that it is time to forget old hatred, 
and to join forces for building a better future. Too much hatred has 
already been stirred up by the never ending TV 'Holocaust' series, 
'Holocaust Monument' projects and "Nazi II witch hunts among the Eastern 
European immigrants. 

These projects, especially the persecution of refugee-immigrants by 
the Justice Department's Office of Special Investigations, in collabora
tion with the K.G.B. of the Soviet Union, has already caused much polari
zation between the Jewish and non-Jewish Americans, especially of Eastern 
European and German ancestry Americans. (25 million plus 52 million) 

The U.S. Zionists pious disclaimer that we should consider the life 
of 6 million Jews more value than 12 million Nazi KZ camps and plus 
Gulag Archipelago repression and willful famine victims, tens of millions 
- lacks conviction. 

Fundamental changes in our attitudes and priori ties are needed and 
higher principles to be served of the Justice Department in this matter. 

11Equali ty under the Law" is one of the few precepts that stands 
between us Eastern European, German ethnics and the special interest 
groups corruption of power, and ultimately tyranny in its many guises in 

· Washington. , 

Forces behind this hate campaigns are playing with fire. I think 
enough is enough. It is time to set the record straight and Eastern 
European and German Americans have to go directly to the American people. 

Seeking vengeance on sacrificial lambs hunted from among the aging 
refugees, they actually sow anti-Semitism. After decades of peace and 
harmony, one ethnic group is being set on another, insults are thrown at 
U.S. allies, and your scheduled traditional expression of respect to the 
fallen soldiers of a host country is being sneered at . 

It is our 
deplorable ;!e;',!hed:~pe tthatd you . continue-~~ s~ firm A agai/ ::~h-

Wi t eepes a m1rat1on, t-\\(_ ~ ~~. 

/Edward Rubel, Dr. of Sc./ 
Affiliations; 

Member of the Board of Captive Nations Committee, Inc. 
Chairman Estonian Independence War Veterans Association. 
Life Member of the Rebuplican Party National Committee. 
Member of the Presidential Task Force. 
Permanent Member of the National Republican Senatorial Committee. 
Member of the Congressional Advisory Board. 
Active Member of the N.Y. Academy of Science . 
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The Noontide Press 
publishers · 
P.O. Box 1248 . 
Torrance, Cal. 90505 

Estonia, like Finland, Sweden and Denmark, further believed that 
since she had very few Jews in her country that she had no Jewish 
problem. Estonia treated the Jews exceptionally well . A Zionist delegate 
visiting Tallin informed the Estonians that their remarkable tolerance 
towards the Jews had resulted in Estonia's name being inscribed into the 
Golden Bc-Jk of Tel AviY, the first 100% Jewish city in the modern world. 
which is in Palestine. 

Two Jews showed the Estonians their mi~taE.e. One •.vas Herman Gud
kin, 25 years old , son of an Estonian senator who wai e ducated in 
England and was serving as a noncommissioned officer in the Tallin· 
artillery regiment. When the Red Army seized Estoni3 he obtained sick 
leave. The following day he presented himself at his regiment's head
quarters in the Estonian uniform with a red band around his arm. He 
demanded the officers haul down their flag and surrender the ir arms. 

His demands were rejected and he returned a short time later with 
Soviet tanks and armored cars and forced the surrender of the regiment, 
arresting the officers and confining the troops to barracks. Later this 
order was countermanded and the officers released. They attempted to 

l arrest Gudkin as a deserter but he was protected by the Red Army. 
The next morning Gudkin, accompanied by another Jew, Victor Fagin, 

an ex-clothing dealer of Dorpat , climbed to the top of Pike Her:::;;n . an old 
stone tower which rises from the ancient castle housing the Estonian 
parliament and took the Estonian flag from the staff and hoisted the red 
soviet flag. The same afternoon a procession of Jewish residents led by 
Gudkin and Fagin carried this Estonian flag through Tallin's streets to the 
front of the .Soviet legation where they tore it to pieces. I reported these 
facts to The Tribune which publi s hed them on 4th, July 1940, after 

, deleting the word "Jew" from my message. 



TEL.: (516) 481-2291 

EDUARD RUBEL, DR. OF SC. 
University of Tartu (Dorpat) Estonia 

Kaiser -Wilhelm-Institute (now Max Planck) Seestadt Rostock 
Georg-August University at Gottingen, University Stuttgart-H_ohenhelm Germany 

S T A T E M E N T. 

Concerning the list of RULING ClASS of 
USSR before World War II (1936 - 1939) 

244 WOODLAWN ROAC 
WEST HEMPSTEAD, N.Y.1 1 

As it is known, each people, and especially the Jewish,cultivate 
its patriotism-nationalism and is proud of it. Why then does patriotism 
of Russian, German, French, Estonian, Latvian, etc. etc. not find appro
val by Zionist Jews? 

Marxist-Zionists obsessed with the idea of one civilization one ra
ce and one universal sameness are campaigning in mass media, press, TV. 
etc. for eradiction all races and cultural differences in order to make 
room ultimately for a non-race (except Jewish race) of human zombies. 

Professor Solomon Lourie (Jew) in his book "Anti-Semitism in the 
Ancient World" scientificially explained and substantiated this invari
ably negative attitude of the Diaspora Jews towards patriotism and natio 
nalism of any country and any people among whom they live, as a "nation 
without a language and territory". 

The Jews, ardently guarding their Jewish originality and purity of 
race, inseparably linked with their religion, 00 NOT ADMIT STRANGERS IN

-'IO THEIR MIDST. 

But they themselves, Jews of Diaspora, strive to penetrate into all 
branches of the life of those foreign people among whom they live, and 
if there is an opportunity to occupy a leading position, they will do so, 
especially they are interested on banking (usury),commercial enterprise 
and mass media as their propaganda vehicle. 

In countries and states with highly developed patriotic and natio
nal feelings and populations of homogeneous tribal composition, this is 
much more difficult to achieve and provokes a rebuff of the native popu
lation, which regards itself as a widened family of descendants of the 
same forefathers. 

It is much easier for them i.e. Jews to achieve their ends in coun
tries with a multi-tribal population, bound only by territorial unity 
and supreme power, e.g. United States of America, or in states in which 
for some reason, patriotic feelings are suppressed and brought into la-
tency,- disregard. -~ 

In countries with a multi-tribal population unlimited possibilities 
are open for Jews to penetrate into the RULING CLASS, without any oppo
sotion from the native population e.g. United States. 
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The awakening of patriotism in a native population, naturally is 
regarded by the Jews as a possibility that the question will be raised 
about their role in the country's life, about the possibility of leading 
posts in the political and cultural life of country in which they live 
at a given time and still maintain their own idealogie and sense of jus
tice, thus remaining ALIEN to the native population. 

All Jews in all countries of their sojourn understand this circum
stance very well, and this, why they regard any manifestation of natio
nal pride and patriotism as a threat to themselves and to their position 
in a country. 

When the World War II broke out, and the Germans invaded and had to 
expelled from Russia. There were not many Jews in the front lines. But 
to make up this, medical units and supply units were overfilled with 
them, especially deep in the home-front, behind the Urals. They prefer
red 'to wage war' there. 

Of course, there were exceptions, but these exceptions were not ma
ny. The officers and soldiers of the Soviet army and whole population of 
the country saw everything, and it is suprising that critical thoughts 
began to grow and strenghthen about the Jewish role in the life of the 
country. The RULING CLASS in USSR, did not prove itself worthy of the 
position it occupied in the Soviet paradise on the earth. 

Often this threat to their position in a country is felt even when 
it does not exist, as for example, in the USSR in the second part of the 
Thirthies, when any manifestation of Russian patriotism was qualified as 
"great power Chauvinism", and was brutally persecuted . And, of course 
there was no reverting to national traditions of Moscow and Imperial 
Russia whatsoever at that time in the Soviet Union. 

The age old conflict between the native population of various coun
tries and states and the Jewish ethnic groups finding themselves in the 
territories of these nations is well known. 

Until the middle of the Nineteenth Century, this conflict was cal
led "Judaephobia" (now "anti-Semitism"), which hindered and is still 
hindering a peaceful and fruitful co-existence between Jews and non-Jews 

This conflict used to manifest itself with special distinction in 
the countries and states where a considerable Jewish population resided.
nations in which Jews were considered "subjects". 

At the beginning of the Twentieth Century, Russia (included Baltic, 
Polish regions, Belo-Russia) had within its borders six million Jews, 
whose views and values, sense of justiceand their concept were alien to 
native population. 

/ 
The Jewish group ( chosen people i. e:. elite people) lived its own 

secluded life, most of them Zionists,- leaning toward communism, specia
lly in Polish and Belo-Russia province. 

They were unwilling to assimilate with the surrounding population 
in spite of any possibilities created by the Governments to achive this 
end. 

It is this isolationist Jewish tendency, interwoven with their 
"spiritual aspect-political Zionism", that has given the impetus to this 
conflict. The entire blame for this is placed -successfully upon the lo
cal nations peoples and all their nations governments and regimes, accu
sing t hem of "anti-Semitism ." How valid these accusations are is not the 
task of mine statement, but from followin extra 14. pages you can read 
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'lhe political Zionists had been brought up in the midst of turbulent 
battles for the minds and hearts of European Jewry. Political infighting, 
propaganda, deceit and physical violence are nothing new to these precocious, 
iron-willed individuals, who are determined to REMAKE WORLD SOCIETY IN THE 
SOCIALIST-COMMUNIST IMAGE. 

Calumni bears its fruits. It is believed without proven evidence, or 
even an effort to verify them, how just and valid these accusations are. 

Without proof or trial, entire nations are blamed and condemned. 
'lhe accused is the entire population of the USSR (Russia), together with 
other nationalities and tribes to that country. 

Accused are descendants of the Bal tic nations, as well as the "foreign 
Russians" and other East European nations who are here as loyal U.S. citizens. 

Included here are also their numerous national patriotic and church 
organizations and national leaders. 

Few took the trouble to listen to the accused, a practice elementary to 
any court of law, even in the most oppressed societies. 

How does the accused respond to political Zionist trial, as we see in 
the United States tooay? Did the accused respond in any way. No! '!hey remained 
silent, whereas now it is very easy, e.g. in the United States, through the 
Office of Special Investigations prosecutions, to reach out and pluck some 
few among the critics, thereby silencing others - that is silencing millions 
of ethnics in the U.S. ( Bal ts, Belo-Russians, Czechs, Slovaks, Bulgarians, 
etc. , i.e. all the people of Eastern and Central Europe) . They should speak 
up against the Zionist special interest groups in Washington, but they are 
silent, because they could be next to be prosecuted as anti-Semites, as "war 
criminals" . 

The USSR Government and the Communist Party does not involve itself in 
this question,- nor do U.S. Zionists, because such involment inevitably would 
lead to the resounding revelation of the p:,li tical Zionist party role, the 
role the Jewish people played in creating the framework of the Soviet Union 
power, which liquidated the cultural elite of the pre-revolutionary Russia ; 
the conclusion of the shameful B,.-i:.::st-Litowsk and Yalta - Potstam Treaty ; the 
organization of concentration camps and RED TERROR-HOLOCAUST, and subsequent 
Jewish Zionist dominance in all spheres of life in the USSR. 

As a son of generations of old Estonian farmers, a representative of 
that generation which had the destiny to partisipate in these events, these 
upheavals, and to witness the holy indignation suffered by all silent partners 
to this political Zionist-Jewish communist 'RED HOLOCAUST'in Russia, Estonia, 
Latvia, Lithuania etc. , injustice, criminality, - I consider mv duty and 
obligation to the United States of America, as citizen to the land who granted 
me asylum to live as a FREE MAN here among many, to reveal TRUTH , as I have 
done here on added pages. 

I firmly believe that the time will coq,e when impartial researchers free 
from fear of being accused of "anti-Semitism" (which is a big lie) will be 
able give complete and detailed accounts of the Jewish political Zionist
Communist party in Russia, East Europe , Germany, Cental America, United 
States, and so on, and so on. 

When this occurs, I hope my very niooest,far complete statement sent to 
you, will prove useful. 

Here is the list of 14 pages of the RULING CLASS OF USSR before World 
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War II (1936-1939). It is most instructive, edifying to compose this kind 
list for the United States of America. 

suhnitted, yours ! . _j 
. ~ -~ ~ LJ_ ,. -

Respectfully 

July 30. I983. 

POSTSCRIPT: 

Anno Domini 1985, the worlds 'elite people', do not rule anymore in the 
KREML as zionist Jews, - 'inside conspirators', as self confident "human 
rights protectors". 

Sixty ( 60) million Russian peoples lives have perished in this "protec
tion" for paradise on the earth. Now, around the throne in the Kreml,are 
sitting as the ruling class, patriotic, loyal 'heathen goyem' Soviet Russian 
Panslavism representatives with its extreme form of nationalism. 

The similarity l:::>etween Nikolai J. Danilevsky 's doctrine ( Russia and 
Europe, p.lbl. 1869) and Soviet Union politics is striking. Their concept and 
understanding of freedom and fraternity are similar and opposite to those of 
the West. Both rewrite history and talk a lot about peace and freedom. . The 
Danilevski PANSLAVIC UNION has l:::>een achieved by the Soviet Union. This is as 
in Danilevsky's plan an independent political system with the USSR (communism) 
at the head. 

When one includes satellites, which in fact have minimal independence, 
the union does strech from the Adriatic to the Pacific. In the North, Finland, 
- which in Danilevsky' s time l:::>elonged to Russia - is excluded, but is under 
strong Soviet influe!:.ce. In the Scuth, Greece and Consta'1tinople wi th their 
surroundings are still missing. But against this, the power of the Soviet 
Union reaches into the heart of Europe. 

Its fleets sail the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean, plus Atlantic 
and Pacific waters. The Soviet Union is a mighty world power. Having hitherto 
shared world domination with the United States, it is now rapidly driving for 
sole domination after the collapse of the United States policy, - as a matter 
of fact, no policy,- in Asia, the near East and setbacks in Europe. 

Present time rulers in the USSR are using the 'elite people's invented 
Communistic System for their own Pan-Slavism purpose and do not trust double 
loyal, double citizenship Zionist Jews, which as a group of the USSR was 
entirely on the side of t~ose Zionists who conducted propaganda in the whole 
world for the creation of Israel. 

The USSR Government senses the unreliability of the Zionist Jews, which 
is a sensation of the 'unreliability of the Jews' and corresponds to the same 
sensation of the whole population of the country, which in general looks at 
the Jews as an element 'newly arrived, strange and alien'. 

There is no hope in the USSR, even considering the return of the Jewish 
ethnic group to its previous position as the ruling class. The inevitable arid 
unavoidable process of assimilation on one hand and the loss of the privileged 
position by the Jews on the other in the USSR, engenders and nourishes anti
Soviet Russian FEELINGS IN THE WHOLE JEWRY of the Diaspora, especially among 
the United States Zionists. 'These feelings are also widespread among consider
able,- probably overhelming majority,- of the USSR Jewry, unabling them 
reconsile with the loss of their privileged position as the ruling class. 

The politics of the USSR Government on the Jewish question has progressed 
steadfastly after Stalin's death tO'v'-lard bringing about on a percentage basis 
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the number of the intellectual professions and the responsible positions 
occupied by the Jews to the corresponding number of such professions and 
positions occupied by the representatives of the rest of the population. 

These policies were carried out and is carried out up today ( 1985) 
without haste and without noice and shocks, arousing the approval of the 
whole population of the USSR and the resentment and indignation of its Jewish 
minority, which consists of ONE PER-CENT minority, which labelled this as 
discrimination. Therefore, the U.S. and Israel Zionists cry of distress and 
lamentation , because Marxist Zionists do not reign in the USSR and no more 
also 'human rights exist there. 

These 'human rights' are meant only for the double loyal 'elite people'. 
The Talmud says, only Jews are human. Non-Jews differ only in form from the 
beasts, written in MIDRACH TALPiarH (fol.225,d. )- it says: "God created them 
(Jews) in the form of men for the glory of Israel. But AKTJM (Christian, 
non-Jew) were created for the SOLE END of ministering unto them (Jew) day and · 
night. Nor can they EVER BE RELIEVED from this service. 

It is becoming to the son of a king (an Israelite) that animals in their 
natural form and animals in the form of human beings should minister unto 
him". 

With 'Holocaust',- Nazi hunting (The Office of Special Investigations in 
the Justice Department) and 'human rights' propaganda for the USSR Jews only 
in the U.S. , Zionists are gaining more and more enemies themselves in the 
U.S. and over all the world,- AS SYMPARHY. 

An impartial history, having at its disposal strictly verified facts 
which to us contemporaries is still inaccessible, cannot fail to recognize 
that in no one country, in no one nation during the whole of its two thousand 

_year sojourn in dis~rsion , did the Jews have _such opportun_i..ties. Never have 
they reached such a i:osition as in the USSR, especially in the thirty-year 
period from 1917 - 1947, when they actually were the ruling class of the 
country. 

If they were unable to hold this position and lost it irretrievably, 
then it is not the Russian people and not the population of the State of two 
-hundred and seventy million that bears the quilt of it. 

The quilt must be placed upon the ~liari ties of the Jewish people 
themselves, who brought the negative attitude upon themselves. 

With their activities the Jews-Zionists created against themselves that 
neg-ative attitude, which used be called 'Judaephobia' and is now called 
11 anti-Semitism 11

• 

Zionists are polarizing the U.S. population and creating a WHIRLWIND 
against Jews. It is time to be an HONEST JEW, -to start to think and act 
honestly in this and other international matters. 



THE RULING CLASS OF USSR BEFORE WORLD WAR II (years 1936-1939) 
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SECRETARIATE OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE CPSU(B) 

ORGANIZATION BUREAU OF CEN1I1RAL COMMITTEE CPSU(B) 

IaV.Stalin 
N"I.EZHOV 
N.,M.,Shvernik 

CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF CPSU(B) 

V.A.Balitsky -q-
ILY oBauman Jew 
I.,MoVaraikis --= 
YQB.Gamarnik Jew 
NoioEzhov -~-
IoA.,Zelensky ---
I.D.Kabakov (Rosen- JeH 
feld) 

Bitner. Jew 
G.Kaner Jew 

V.,G.,Knorin Jew 
MoMoLitvinov (Finkel-
shtein) Jew 
S.,S.,Lobov -~-
IoE.Lubimov (koz-
levsky) Jew 
D .. Z.Manuilsky -~p 

I.,P.Nosov 
U oL.,Fiatakov 
IoAoPiatnitsky(Blum- Jew 
berg) 
M.,OoRazumov (Sago- Jew 
vich) 
AoI.Ougarov ---
G.I.Blagonravov --~ 
AoPoRosenholts Jew 
AoP.,Serebrovsky Jew 
AoM9Shteinhart Jew 
I., P.Pavlunovsky Jew 
G.,Y.Sokolnikov (Bril~ Jew 
liant ) · 
G.,IoBroido Jew 
VoI.Polonsky Jew 
GoDoVainberg Jew 

YoB.Gamarnik 
M .. M,.Kaganovich 

l,.SoUnshlikht 
A.SoBulin 
MoioKalmanovich 
Do S oBaika 

Zifrinovich 
Trakhter · 

FoPoGriadinsky 
G ,,N oKaminsky 
LoM.,Kaganovich 
M .. MoKaganovich 

Lo K!'ishman 
. AoKoLepa 
SoAoLozovsky (Dridzov ) 
B.,PoPozern 
ToD"Deribas 
VoV..,Osinsky 
ICK .. Strievsky 
N.NoPopov 

So Schwarts 
EoioVeger 
LoMoRukhimovich 
LoZoMekhlis 
K.,V.,Ryndin 
I oVoStalin 
MoMoKhataevich 
MeSoChudov (Askov ) 
A oM"Shvernik 
RoioAikhe 
GaG.,Yagoda 
IoE,.Yakir 
YoAoiakovlev (Epshtein) 

Remark: 59 members in all, of which 4o were Jews. 
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CENTRAL INSPECTION COMMITTEE UNDER THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF CPSU(B) 

MoF.,Vladimirovsky .,.,.._ 
IoSoShelekhes Jew 
V.,V.Adoratsky ? 
Y.SGAgranov(Sorenzov) Jew 
YoGoSoifer Jew 

*) Jewish nationality is written 
,. .. - - - -- - ·- -· - - - - .., • J _ - -

EoSoKohan 
YoA.,Popok 
P oM.,Pevzniak 
S.,F.,Redens 
L.,NoAronshtam 
NoMoYanson 

Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 

? 
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SOVIET CONTROL COMMISSION UNDER THE SOVIET PEOPLE'S COMMISSAR, 

OF USSR 

z .. M.Belenky 
NoM . Antselovich 
AoI.Gaister 
IoS.Zemliachka 
IoMoMoskvich 
BoAoRoizenman 
YoY .Bauer (Baier) 
L.PoBogat 
Eol o Vainbaum 
P.S.Vengerova 
Mo I.Ge:mmervert 
YaioGindin 
V .. GaFaigin 

Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew ---
Jew 
J ew 
Jew 
J ew 
Jewess 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 

K.BoGay 
U.M .. Gladshtein 
L.,E "Goldich 
MoAoDaich 
NoI .. Ilin 
Ao I oKarlik 
RoYoKissis 
KoLoSoms 
SoY .Manfred 

Go Melamed 
A.N.Gussev (Fridkin) 
AaP.Rosit 

... 
C , 

,.I 

(. :· 

.:;J ,-.;,e,:ne 

, ~ , . ._ 
•·.-'t . 
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J 
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PARTY CONTROL COMMISSION UNDER THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF CFSU(B) 

LoMoKaganovich Jew 
N.I oEzhove ~-~ 

E.Yaroslavsky Jew 
NoN.Rabichev (Zaiden-
shner ) Jew 
N.S .. Berezin ---
SoKoBrikke ? 
EoBoGenkin(Rosental) J ew 
Mo Lo Sorokin - - -
MGM oTemkin Jew 
A.A.Frenkel Jew 
SoT .. Khavkin Jew 
VoFoSharangovich Jew 
AoI .Yakovlev (Epsh~ 
tein) Jew 

COMMISSARIAT OF HEAVY INDUSTRY 

COMMISSAR: GoK.Ordzhonikidze 
HIS DEPUTIES: 
M.M.Kaganovich Jew 
G.LoPiatakov 
M.L .. Rukhimovich Jew 
A.IoGurevich Jew 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD: 

Birman 
Va Grosman 
YoGugel 

Erman 
Israilovich 
Figatner 
Shtein 

Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 

COMMISSARIAT OF LIGHT INDUSTRY 

Commissar: I.,EoLubimov 
His Deputies: 
A. MoFushman 
V.,AoLevin 
M.AaDaich 

(Kozlevsky) 

Jew 
Jew 
Jew 

L .. A .Paparde 
A.N .. Petrovsky(Birkm.an) 
D.A,.Bulatov 
IoM.Bekker 
RoG,.Rubinov 
MoioRubinshtein 
VoPoStavsky 
M. LoGranovsky 
V .. Y oGrosman 
PoE .. Davidson 
B.A .. Dvinsky 
AoA.Levin 
ZoioMeerzon 
E. Io Yurevich 

A.,P.Serebrovsky 
AoMoPitersky 
A,.V.Vinter 

·shtern 
Y.B~Shumiatsky 
P .. I.Andraunas 
A.A oSokolenko 

S.Ginsburg 
A.I.Dubrovitsky 

A.B.Genkin (Rozental ) 
Shvartsman 
Margulis 

;~f~l

Je.~• 

JW 
Je¼ 
J ew 
J ew 
Jew 
.Jew 
J ev. 
Jel 
J e 11. 
Jew 

---
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J ew 
Jew 
J ew 
Jew 
Jew 
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,Je w 
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COMMISSARIAT OF FOREST INDUSTRY 

COMMISSAR: s.s.iobov 
HIS DEPUTIES: 
A.K.Albert 
K. Y. Rosen ta 1 

Greenshtain 
M.A.Sovetnikov 

---
Jew 

. Jew 
Jew ---

Kazatsky 
A.a.Rosin 
I.A. Vladek 

COMI(IS3ARIAT OF GRAIN AND LIVE-STOCK OF SOVIET AGRICULTURE 

COMMISSAR: M.I.Kalmanovich 
HIS DEPUTIES: 
G.L.Ostrovsky Jew 
T.A.Yu~kln(Vainberg) Jew 
L.A .Grushe\·sky Jew 
K.P.Soms ---

COMMISSARIAT OF AGRICULTURE 

COMMISSAR: M.A.Chernov 
HIS DEPUTIES: 
A.A.Lewin 

Podgaets 
MEMBERS OF BOARD: 
S.B.Uritsky 

Kahan 

Jew 
Jew 

Jiw 
Jew 

COMMISSARIAT OF FINANCE 

COMMISSAR: G.F.Grinko 
HIS DEPUTIES: 
R.Y.Levin Jew 
E.B.Genkin(Rosental) Jew 
Keeper of valuables and manager 
department: 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD: 

Ma la khovs ky 
Naifeld 
Tamarkin 

L.Shanin 

Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 

M.G.Gerchikov 
V .L.Paverman 
A.L.Lvov 

I.I.Raingold 

L.L.Paperni 
L.Shtok 

-
Y.A.Teumin 

of external trade 
a.I.Kahan 

A.A.Pekis 
A. Y .Kha tskevich 
I.V.Blink 

Chairman of Central 
Bank Employee~: 

Committee of Finance and 
D.Zaslavsky 

STATE BANK 

CHAIRMAN: L.E.Ma.viazin 
Deputy: G.M.Arkus Jew 

COMMISSARIATE OF EXTERNAL ,TRADE 

COMMISSAR: A.P.Rosenholts 
HIS DEPUTIES: 
M.I.Frumkin Jew 
I.Y.Veinzer Jew 
MEMBERS OP THE BOARD: 
B.J.Belenky Jew 
S.G.Bron Jew 

·1 

A.B.Ozersky 

s.A.Mesing 
B.I.Plavnik 

Jew 
Jew 
Jew 

Jew 

Jew 
Jew 
Jew 

Jew 

Jew 
Jew 

Jew 

Jew 

Jew 
Jew 

Jew 

Jew 

Jew 

? 
Jew 



M.G.Bronsky 
S.M.Dvoilatsky 
L.H.Fridrikhson 
M.G.Gurevich 
Y.D.Yanson 
M.A .Ka ttel 
F.F.Kilevets 
A.A.Kisin 
B. I.Kraevsky 

COMMISSARIAT OF SUPPLY 

COMMISSAR: AoI.Mike1an 
HIS DEPUTIES: 

- 4 ----Jew 

Jew 
Jew 
Jew ---Jew 
Jew 

M.N.Bel~nky Jew 
Y.K.Yaglom Jew 
S.Y.Grossman Jew 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD: 

B.Gilber Jew 
Gelman Jew 

G.I.Duker Jew 
Indenbaum Jew 

S.Ginzburg Jew 

F.Y.Rabinovich 
N.N.Romm 
Y.A.Sokolin 
M.L.Serokin 
A.M.Tamarin 
s.B.Zhukovsky 
I.I.Flier 
I.M.Katsnelsen 

M.F.Levitan 
M.N.Belsky 

P.Y.Rosental 
R.P.Rozit 
N.G.Gurevich 
A.N.Kliazet 
L.S.Nikolaevsky 

CENTRAL UNION OF CONSUMER SOCIETIES 

CH.\ IRMAN: I.A.Zelensky 
HIS DEPUTIES: 
B.L.Krichevsky 
M.S.Epshtein 

Jew A.S.Kishak 
Jew 

Chairman of all-Union 
Bank: 

Co-operative 

MAIN ARBITRATION 

CHIEF ARBITRATOR: 
His Deputy: 
ARBITRATORS: 

F.I.Goloshchenko 
I.K.Hamburg 

A.I.Vainshtein Jew A.P.Shneider 

PROCURATORS OFFICE 

GiNERAL PROCURATOR: I.A.Akulov 
Assistant Procurators: 
A.A.Solts Jew Sh1rv1ng 
.DEPUTIES: 

Leplevsky Jew A.Yo Vyshinsky 
Sigal Jew 

COMMISSARIAT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

COMMISSAR: M.M.Litvinov (Finkelstein) 
HIS DEPUTIES: 
N.N.Krestinsky L.M.Karakhan 
G.Y.Sokoln1kov-Bril-
liant Jew 
Secretary of Peoples 
Commissariat: P.P.Otlichin 

Jew 

Jew 
Je-w 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
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SEKRETARIES: 
B.IoShmokh-Bron
skala Jewess 

Jew 

SoBoEpshtein 
VoI.,Dyment 

M .. SoMorshtiner 

PROTOKOL DEPARTMENT 
Chief: Y.AoRotshtein 
Secretary: BoG.Burshtein 

POLITICAL ARCHIVES 
Chief: IoS .. Yakobovich 

DEPARTMENT OF DIPLOMATIC COUNTRIES 
Chief: F.K.Grikman 

I - st WESTERN DEPARTMENT (Poland, Scandinavia,Baltic.) 
Chief: LoEoBerezov 
Assistant: LoY.Gaidis 
Referent on Poland E.L.Konits 

2- nd WESTERN DEPARTMENT (Central Europe,Balkans.) 
Chief: D.,G .. Shtern 
Assistant: FoVoLinde 
Referent on Czechs: M.SoShapiro (also on Balkans) 
Referent on Germany, 
Switzerland,Holland: VoLoLevin 
Referents on Aus t ria, 
Hungary: M .. I . Rossovsky 

s.P.Kanter 

3-rd WESTERN 
Chief: 

DEPARTMENT (Anglo-Roman 

Assistant: 
Referen t on U.SoA, 
Referent on England: 

E.V .. Rubinin 
H.S .. Veinberg 
s .. L.,Stoler 
KoY,Lelians 

countries. ) 

I-st EASTERN DEPARTMENT (Middle Eastern countries.) 
Chief: V .. M.Zukerman 
Press Director: E.LoGalperin 

2- nd EASTERN DEPARTMENT (Far Easte rn countries.) 
Chief: B.IoKozlovsky 
Referent on China: M .. SoSmirnov-Bregovsky 
Referent on Japan E.GoEizenshtadt 

LEGAL DEPARTMENT 
Chief: 
Assistant: 
Juristcounsellors: 

Referents: 

ECONOMIC SECTION 
Chief: 
Assistant : 

AoVoSabanin 
M,.A.Plotkin 
VaGoBlumfe ld 
V.OoBraun 
IoSoDuvan 
N.,EoRivlina 
A.B oRafalovskai 

B.DoRosenblum 
R .. MoFl igelbaum 

Je ·1 
Jew 

Je ~ 
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Jew 

Jew 

J ew 
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J ew 
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J ew 

J ew 
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CONSULAR DEPARTMENT 
Chief: 
Referents: 
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Ao VoZaslavsky 
A.A.Poliak 
VoNoKrivitska f-a 
V.NoSerebriannyi 
EoAoShmulevich 

PRESS AND 
Chief: 

INFORMATION DEPARTMENT 

Assistants: 
K.A.Umansky 
Y.B .. Podclsky 
S.SoBelsky 
BoM.Mirnov 

ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS AND PERSONEL DEPARTMENT 
Chjef: YoMaMartizon 

·- Assistant : L.A.Gashkel 
__ _... • J 

COMMISSARIAT DELEGATES UNDER THE UNION REPUBLICS 
Under the Russian 
SFSR: A.A.Roze 

Under the Ukrainian 
SSR: 

Under the Byelorus
sian SSR: 
Under the Transcau
casian SSR: 

a.I. Melamed 
G. I. Va i nshtein 

Go B. Ge lyun ovsky 
A.M .. Petrovsky-Schwartsman 

I.A.Kartashev 

Y .. Soilyinsky 
RoMoNaimark 
AoG.Itkin 

Under the Uzbek SSR: YoAoEinkhor 
G.AoAPresov 

Under the Turkmen SSR:SoLoBorisov 
B.BoShargorodsky 

Und~r the Ta jik SSR: I .s. Ve.in berg 

COMMISSARIAT REPRESENTATIVES IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES 

F·RANG-E..: .· 
Ambassador: 
Counsellors: 

Trade representative: 
Military attache: 

GERMANY: 

V.P.Potemkin 
MoioRosenberg 
E.BoGirshfeld 
So MoDvoilatsky 
s.I.Ventsov (Kranets) 

Ambassador: Y.ZoSurits 
Secretary: A.V.Girshfeld 
Vice-Consul: L$SoKaplan 
Attache: B.MoGordon 
Trade representatives:D.V~Kandelaki 

LoHoFr1drikhzon 
AoS.Fainshtein 
Mo Y. Volynsky 

Military attache: L.A.Shnitman 

ENGLAND: 
Ambassador: 
Counselor: 

I oMoMaisky (Liakhovsky) 
C.B.Kahan 
~ - ... - ,- ., - i- - - - I - ,,.. __ , --·· ...., --
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ITALY: 
Ambassador: B.EoShtein 
Consul: P.MoDneprov (Goldshtein) 
Counsellor: PoSoFridgood 
Secretary: LoB.Gelfand 
Trade 'representatives: B.C oBelenky 

POLAND: 
Ambassador: 
Counsellor: 
Trade representative: 

TURKEY 
Ambassador: 
Counsellor: 
Trade representative: 

AMERICA: 
Arnba ssador: 
Counsellor: 
Secretaries: 

Attaches: 

AUSTRIA: 
Ambassador: 
Counsellor: 
Secretary: 
Consul: 

r; 

Gf{EECE: 
Ambassador: 
Secretary: 
Trade representative: 
His assistant: 

JAPAN: 
Ambassador: 
Counsellor: 
Secretaries: 

LATVIA " 
Arnbaijs~dor: 
~eJte;t~ey'f. ; 

LITHUANIA: 
Ambassador: 
Secretary: 
Trade representative: 

MONGOLIA: 
Ambassador: 
Counsellor: 
Secretary: 
Trade representative: 

B.PoShapiro 

Y oH.Davtian 
B.CoPodolsky 
A.MoTamrin 

LoMoKarakhan 
H.A oZa lkind 
s.I.Akivis 

A.AoTroianovsky 
B.,E.Svirsky 
AoF .Naiman 
GoioHokhman 
B.K.,Lipko 
G.MoGrigoriev 

A.MoPetrovsky 
Lorents 

P.KoNekunde 
G.EoShainin 

M.V .. Kobetsky 
G.Y.Bezhanov 
N oS .. Angarsky 
VoA.,Adarnson 

KoK.Yurenev (Ganfman) 
NoY .Reivid 
A.BoAscov 
B. &.Gintse 

SoioBrodovsky (Brightman) 
IoMoMoroshtin 

MoAoKarsky (Bekman) 
SoMoKofman 
AoMoSamarin (Markovich) 

S,.EoChutskaev 
Io'Y .. Slatkin 
YoGoGorsky 
AoI.Beerki nhof' 

Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
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Jew 
Jew 
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NORVAY: 
Ambassador: I.SoYakubovich 
Trade representative: P,IoKushner 

,ft'.'>UMANIA: 
Ambassador: M.S.Ostrovsky 

SWEDEN: 
Ambassador: AoMoKollontai 

UR~UAY: 
Ambassador: A.EoMink.10 , 
Secretary: A.AoOstrin 

FINLAND: 
Ambassador: E.A.Asmus 
Trade representative L.LoNepomniashchy 

STATE PLANNING COMMISSION 

Cfinl!lMAN : VoloMezhlauk 
HIS DEPUTIES: 
r.s.unshlikht --~ EoI .. Kuring 
AoI.Gaister Jew 
MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION: 
SoS.Dikansky Jew NoEoVolynsky 
BoLo~~rkus Jew 
E.Z.Goldenberg Jew 

~~ndelson Jew 

S oB.,Karp 
GoB.Lauer 
MoI .Rubinshtien 

SoL.Goldberg Jew S.Guberman 
Khvesin Jew 

ALL-RUSSIAN CENTRAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

SECRETARY to MoI.Kalinin: Miagky 

PRESIDIUM SECRETARIAT~ 
Chief: MoF .. Verbitsky 
Deputies: Z.S.,Ostrovsky 

A.A.,Simanovsky 

G~NERAL SECRETARIAT : 
Chief: IoYashtain ! 

I 

PROTOKOL DEPARTMENT: 
Chief Resh 

PUBLISHING DEPARTMENT: 
Chief: Maximovsky 

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT: 
Chief: A. Vo Shotman 
Deputy: G .. S.Gurievich 

AMNESRY COMMISSION: 
Chairman: AoSoMunik 
Secretary: SoPoMilicin 

JCl1) 
;:~ 
.. ""~ 
~ f!,{,J 

Je,..J 
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JEWISH LAND EXPLOITATION COMMITTEE: 
Chairman: S.Dimanshtein 
fleputy: Bolo Trotsky 
Engineer-agronomist: A.Ro Temkin 
Chief Administrator: EoMoKohan 

MUNICIPALIZATION AND DE-MUNICIPALIZATION COMMISSION 
Chairman: AoVoShotman 
Secretary: M.IoMashintseva 

CORRESPONDENCE BUREAU: 
Chief: MoVoOttenberg 

SOVIET CULTURAL CONSTRUCTION: 
Chief: DoMoNaroditsky 

FINANCE DEPARTMENT: 
CBief: Mant 
11 LENIN 11 FUND COMMISSION: 
Chairman: AoAoSimanovsky 

COMMISSARIAT OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS (NKVD) 

COMMISSAR: 
Assistant: 
Cijief of Main Adminis-

G.G.Yagoda (Gershel Yagoda) 
YoSoAranov (Sorenzon) 

tration of Militia: LoN.Belsky 
Chief of Main Admistra-
tion of Camps and Settle-
ments: MoDoBerman 
His Deputy: s.G.Rappoport 
Chief of Belomor Camps:LoI.Kohan 
Chief of Belomoro-
Ba 1 tic Camps: 
Chief of. Main AdmiBis
tration of Prisons: 

NKVD COMMISSIONERS 

s . G.Firin 

Apeter 

North Caucasian Territory: Fridberg 
Piller 
Solonitsyn 
Krukovsky 
Purnis 
Rappoport 
Sokolinsky 
Karlson 

Central Asia: 
Tajikis tan: 
Uzbekistan: 
Azerbaijan: 
Stalinsk Territory: 
Vinitsk Province: 
Kharkov Province: 
Far Eastern Te rritory: 
Kazakhstan: 
Smolensk Provi nce: 
Western Province: 
Moscow Province: 
Leningrad Province: 
Orenburg Province 
Kiev Province: 

T.D.Dribass 
Zolin 
Nelke 
Bl~t 
Redens 
Zakovsky 
Riesky 

V .A oBa li tsky 

Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 

Jew 

? 

? 

Jew 

Jew 

Jew 
Jew 

Jew 

Jew 
Jew 
Jew 

Jew 

Jew 

Jew 
Jew ---

? 
? 

Jew 
Jew 

? 
Jew 
Jew 

? 
Jew 

? 
Jew 
Jew 
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PROMINENT EMPLOYEES OF NKVD 

MoAoTrilisser Jew SoAoRosenberg 
LoA.Zalin Jew A.,GoMinkin 
LoAoMayer Jew G.,P.,Kladovsky 
Z 0B 0 Katsnels6 Jew FoMoKats 
F.M.Kurmin Jew Ao Lo Shapiro 
LoDoWool Jew L.,IoShpiegelrnan 
A.,IoRybkin --- Mo Lo Pater 
G.V.Grodiss --- NoAoFrenkel 
A.P.Formiester ? A .. R.Dorfman 
F.I.Sotnikov ? BoVoGinzburg 
I .. Ioivanov Jew V .. SoBaumgart 
I .F o Yucis E.,G.,Iohanson 
EoI.,Senkevich -... ~ E .. A.,Vodarsky 
S.AoGindin Jew A.A.Abramovich 
M.DoBerman Jew A.M .. Vienshtien 
V "Y .Ziedman Jew LoMoKudrik 
Y.,FoVolfzon Jew Mo I.Lebel 
YoMoDyment Jew I,.VoPutilik 
G,Y .Abrampolsky Jew KoAoGoldshtien 
I.GoVaitsman Jew M.F . Goskin 
M.MoVaitsman Jew M. SoKurin 
D.YoZiedman Jew MoS .. Iezuitov 

POLITICAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE RED ARMY 

CHIEF: 
His assistants: 

Chiefs of Sectors: 

Inspectors: 
Berlin 
Raskin 
Rechman 

YoBoGamarnik 
Ozol 

A,.SoBulin 
Reset 
Rudzit 

Jew 
Jew 
Jew 

Chiefs of Political Administration: 

Far Eastern Anny: LoN .. Aronshtam 
Ukrainian Military 
District: Amelin 
Far Eastern Fleet: Bulyshkin 
Black Sea Fleet: Gugin 
Transcaucasian Aviation:N.,NoGents 
The Volga Aviation: AoV.,Veltner 

Politman 
Io Greenberg 
A.Katsnelson 

Baltic Fleet Rabinovich 
The Volga Military Distr. Mezis 
North Caucasian Military 
District: Shifres 

CENTRAL COUNCIL OF MILITANT ATHEIST UNION 
CHAIRMAN: Y.Yaroslavsky (Goublemann) 
His Deputy: A.Lukachevsky 
Personal Training Department: 
Chief: D.Mikhnevich 
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Agitation 
Chief: 

of Masses and Anti-Religious Work Department: 
Kefa la 

Department 
Chief: 

of Anti-Religious Studies in Schools: 
M.Iskinsky 

DEPARTMENT OF ANTI-RELIGIOUS LI TERATURE: 

CHAIRMAN: M.Yakovlev (Epshtein) 

Department of International Upbringing: 
Chief: I.Intsertov 

Department of Anti-Religious Work in the Army: 
G.Strukov (Blokh) Chief: 

Department of Scientific Research: 
Chief: L.Lukachevsky 

Museum of Anti-Religious Struggle: 
Chief: UoKohan 

MOST PROMINENT MEMBERS OF THE ATHEIST UNION 

G.Ailderman 
F .Saifi 
A.Minkin 
SoMitin 

Raltsevich 
V.Kozlinsky 
A.Ranovich 
A.Kozlovsky 
UoGanf 

. Klinch 

CULTURE AND EDUCATION 

CHIEF OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC 
Scientific worker: 
Prominent workers: 
LoZ.Trauberg 
V.S.Iosilevich 
L.G.Katsnelson 
YoN.Blekh 
S.MoEisenstein 

PHESS 

EDITORS: 
"Economicheskaia Zhisn" 
"Pravda" 
"Za Industrizatsiyu 11 

"Kres tianska ia Ga zeta" 
"Ogonioc 11 

"Komsomolskaia Ukraina" 
"Tikhookeanskaia Zvezda 11 

nvodnyi Transport" 
"Krasnaia Zvezda 11 

Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
J ew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 

INDUSTRY; 

Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 

MoMoSheinman 
V.Dorfman 

U .. M.Vermel 
Ma Altshuler 
K.Berkovsky 
M.Percits 
S.Volfzon 

D.IoZilberberg 
Io Greenberg 
A.,Shliter 

:e,,.,z. Shumansky 
YoG.Tager 

GoY .. Roshel 
M.Kaufman 

M"PoShneiderman 
A .. PoShternberg 
A.G .. Greenberg 

Veisberg 
M.Saveliev 

Tall 
s . B.Uri t sky 

M.Koltsov (Ginzbur g) 
M. Minain 
I.Shatsky 
M.Tsekhar 

MoM<>Landa 

Jew 

Jew 

J ew 

J ew 

Jew 

Jew 

Jew 
Jew 
J ew 
Jew 
Jew 
J ew 
J ew 
Jew 
J ew 
J ew 

Je w 
J ew 

Jew 
J ew 
Jew 
Jew 
J ew 

Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
J ew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 



11 Komsomolskaia Pravda 11 

"Ba kin sky Ra bochyi" 
"Workers Way" 
"Worker" 
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EDUCATION 

VoMoBubeken 
NoKoBelyi 

SoSheidlin 
L.Khaifets 

- Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
Jew 

An overhelming . number of Soviet professors, teachers and even head 
of universities were of Jewich nationality. They are not listed her 
for lack of space. It would take too many pages to list them all. 
I ns t ead, their number is given on percentage basis for the count ry 
as a whole on the following page under t he hea ding "statistics"lis~ 
ted as "scientifi c workers". 
The special communist universities, schools, etc., as a rule,were 
f i lled •wi t h Jewish teachers . For example, the Western Communist Ur 
versity of National Minorities, which trained propagandists specia . 
lizing in foreign politics, was headed by Rector Frumkin; Rector 
I.G. Raiter was the head of Communist University of Eastern WorkerE 

PUBLI C HEALTH SERVICE 

COMMISSAR: 
Chief Administrator of the 
Kremlin Hospital: 
Head Doctor of the 
Kre~lin Hospital: 

His Deputy: 
Doctor: 

VoKaminsky 

YoLevinson 

M .. Croll 
B.Kohan 
LoLevin 

Jew 

Jew 

Jew 
Jew 
Jew 
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STATISTICS 

According to the 1959 census the population of the USSR was 
208.828.000. Of these 2.268.000, were Jews. 

Jewish population of the USSR constitutes I,I per cent of 
country's population. 

In USSR the Jews make up II per cent of all scientific wor
kers; Io,4 per cent jurists {procurators, judges, lawyers); 
I4,7 per cent of all Soviet medical doctors; 8,5 per cent of 
writers and journalists; 7 per cent of art workers (sctors, 
artists, musicians, sculptors}. 

Is i t possible to speak of discrimination against the Jews 
under such circumstances? 

---- . ----- --- - - - - ----------

ART WORKERS 

Jewish populat. I,I% 
·- -- - -- - --- ---- -

WRITERS AND . 
JOURNALISTS 

- --------- ---

j__ ffliittit 
Jewish populat. I,I% 

8 5 <Jo , 
, I 

----------------- -------

JURISTS j_ iwtiwtwtru 10,4 o/o ,,. 
Jewish populat. I,I% 

- -- - - ------ ---·- - - ---------

-

DOCTOR'S j_ !ff if ff !if tf if Rf t 14, 7 °/o l 

Jews I,I% 

SCIENTIFIC 
WORKERS Jl 
Jewish popul. I, I% 

11 °/o I ,-

I 

I 
- ! 
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SUM11ARY 

Central Committee of ACP(b) 

r-- Jews 61 Non-Jews 17 Unlmown 7 

Council of Peoples' Commissars 

Jews 115 Non-Jews 18 Unlmovvn 3 

Central Union of Consumer Societies 

Jews 7 Non-Jews 1 Unknown 4 I 
Procurator's Office 

Jews 4 Non-Jews 2 Unlmown -

Commissariats: Foreign Affairs and Trade 

Jews 106 Non-Jews 17 Unknovm 8 

State Planing Commission 

Jews 12 Non-Jews 3 Unknown 

All-Russian Central Executive Committee 

.Jews 17 Non -Jews 3 Unknown 2 -I 
Commissariat of Internal Affairs (NKVD) 

Jews 53 Non-Jews 6 U~O\\TI 8 

Political Administration of the Red _Army 
-----------------------,------ -

J ews 20 I - Non-Jews 1 Unknown 1 
---- ---- -

Culture, Education and Uniol},-of Militant Atheists 

Jews 40 Non-Jews - Unh.11own 1 
- - - ----- -- --------- - - - --- ----

Press: Editors of newspapers 



E~TJ WA&ARIIK 
~AWA TANU TAMt~TEMA ;..w.oousE Tl!O E£ST-.WS OH 

~liN£ JUUPIAA&WA AJWlOS·RAHWIIS·ICVLTUURIUSE 
AUTONOQWA l<INKlll'IISE' E'EST JWDI WN£¥.IKRAHWALE 

EE!>TIS 

SIIONISTL.IKU OAGANISSATSIONNI POOLT EES' 

rJt-,n,;t··-;;TN. l.,,:~ 111"'7-Vl,~ 
(11 .z.19z 7) 

~ i1p"'=lu,,;t 
]1'11X771 •71i,OTT'i1 ;i?Y.PY.l 7.1 il"TIJ1 ;n:,;, 71111-7 

.]1'.7'11::17]1-.]111.)111.? 'i1'1.11J11'11( ]71Y.>:1 , 7rt7'tl' 31l"T1"''1:l. 
,7'1'1'0X::l •,1,1•711'1Y'T.l7 

•~ ;"11.)'U,l 

,1•oox:J. ::n~1•.:s;, :nn"T::no;,n 

In appreciation of the benefit of a unique cultural autonomy, granted by Estonia to its national minorities (Russians, Germans, Swedes, Jews, Latvians), the Jewish 
National Fund in Palestine presen ted in 1927 to the Republic of Estonia (independent from 1918-1940) a special award, the certificate of which is reproduced above. 

The Hebrew and Estonian inscriptions read in English as follows: 
ESTONIAN REPUBLIC. As a sign of gratitude for the 
and cultural autonomy to the Jewish minority in Estonia. 

first historical deed in the history of Israel through the gift of national 
· Recorded by the Zionist Organization of Estonia. 
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May 10,, 1985 

Dear Joel: 

I appreciate your letter and your kind 
thoughts. Your prayers are deeply appre
ciated and I know in my heart they were 
heard. Tb.is was one of those times I 
had to stay in the kitchen -- no matter 
how hot it got! ( 13:rht.<3 '- is i 1), 

Nancy and r send our very best \dshes .. 

Sincerely, ~ 

RONALD REAGAN 

~ 

Mr. Joel Malone 
Joel :Malone Proliuctions 
4455 Ethel Avenue 
Studio City, California 91604 

RR:AVH:KCS:pps 

850510 

1ft 

7A., 



Anne: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Looking at the letter RR wrote to 

him previously, it seems RR knows 

him pretty well. Ergo, I thought 

it might be o.k. to asnwer this 

one -- o.k.??? 

charley 



-. 
JOEL MALONE PRODUCTIONS' 

Presiden t Rona l d W. Rea gan 
The White Ho use 
Wa s hington , D~C . 

Dear Mr. Pr es ident: 

25 April 85 

I am fo r you no me t t er i,.iha t you dec ide in the 
ma tter. 

Thought yo u might li ke t o know of a ki nd of informal, 
neighborhood sounding on the s i tuation. I live in 
}'bnterey Village about five bloc ks fro m The Little 
Brown Church where you and Nancy were married with 
our mutual friend, Bill Holden, as Best }'J'an. In 
asking around, including questions.at the local 
Barberia, I couldn't find one 1;reighbor in favor of 
the Bitburg visit. As a group , the residents of 
Monterey Villa g e are a pretty good cross-section of 
upper middle-class Americans : Ca_tholics, Jews, Protes
tants, Republicans, Democrats, 1:ndependent so Those 
whom I talked to see t h is as a moral issue, not at 
all confined to hurt i ng the fe eling s of one group. 
Not one person expressed t he op inion that you would 
appear to be "cave ing in ir if you changed you r min d. 

_ Dn-.the cont.rary, _ he genera_]_ fe e.].iog was that you 
wo uld emerge as "standing taller than ever " by not 
going to Bi tburg. 

In any case, I'll s top by The Little Brown Chur ch 
and mumble a little prayer on behelf of you and Mrs. 
Reagan. That 1 s a pressure job you•ve got there,my 
friend. Lincoln sure knew what . he was talking about! 

Best rega r ds, 

0 d:_./!11 of! (j)Vz___ 

4455 Ethel Avenue, Studio City, CA 91604- Phone:(213) 762-8170 

---





nay 15., 1985 

Dear I"".rs. McNamara: 

I hope you won't mind .my answering your 
letter to Nancy. She asked me to give you 
h(';¼r regards but that, since you.r letter 
concerned me and our recent trip, she'd 
let me respond. 

First let me express my sym-pathy for your 
great loss. I know there are no words 
that can ease the pain .. I wish there 
were. 

In accepting the West Garman government's 
invitation to join in an observance of 

_the en o the war1 my only !)Urt_'>Ose was 
ta recognize the$..e 40 years of peace in 
which our one-time __ enetl¥ has become a 
fri~ng ang. 911~ at t,,1-te S~'lle time it has 
admitted to the evi1 of the Hitler era. 
I learned that not only have they main
tained the concentration camps with 
museums showing the full extent of their 
horror:' they bring schoolchildren to 
them every year and impress on them that 
Germany must never all.ow such things to 
happen again .. 

.- -

9Atl1Wlt 
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I'm enclosing copies of the two speeches 
I made, one at Sergen-Belsen and, then, the 
one later in the day at Bitbu.r;g where our 
forces are based with the Germans on the 
NATO line. These explain what our purpose 
was in going there. 

I appreciate very much 
did and so does Nancy. 
transcripts can lessen 
fully understand .. 

your writing as you 
I hope the enclosed 

your concern, which I 

Sincerely, /f 
R A! r REAGAN 

.1rs,. Shirley Norwood McNamara 
7 Elmwood Road 
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02192 

RR/AVH/DICTATION 

85051 . 
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